Planetary missions are typically confined to navigationally safe environments, leaving areas of interest in rugged and/or hazardous terrain largely unexplored. Identifying and avoiding possible hazards requires dedicated path planning and limits the effectiveness of (semi-)autonomous systems. An adaptable, fully autonomous design is ideal for investigating more dangerous routes, increasing robotic exploratory capabilities, and improving overall mission efficiency from a science return perspective. We introduce hierarchical Lidar-based behavior motifs encompassing actions, such as velocity control, obstacle avoidance, deepest path navigation/exploration, and ratio constraint, etc., which can be combined and prioritized to form more complex behaviors, such as free roaming, object tracking, etc., as a robust framework for designing autonomous exploratory systems. Moreover, we introduce a dynamic Lidar environment visualization tool. Developing foundational behaviors as fundamental motifs (1) clarifies response priority in complex situations, and (2) streamlines the creation of new behavioral models by building a highly generalizable core for basic navigational autonomy. Implementation details for creating new prototypes of complex behavior patterns on top of behavior motifs are shown as a proof of concept for earthly applications. This paper emphasizes the need for autonomous navigation capabilities in the context of space exploration as well as the exploration of other extreme or hazardous environments, and demonstrates the benefits of constructing more complex behaviors from reusable standalone motifs. It also discusses the integration of behavioral motifs into multi-tiered mission architectures, such as Tier-Scalable Reconnaissance.
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Autonomous multi-tiered robotic exploration architectures, such as Tier-Scalable Reconnaissance (TSR) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] ( Fig. 1) , will be essential to meet the needs of fully autonomous C 4 ISR systems for Earth-bound applications (both military and civilian) and upcoming fully autonomous space missions necessary to explore planetary bodies beyond the Moon and Mars, such as Enceladus, Titan, Europa, Venus, and asteroids (e.g., for mining purposes), etc. Multi-tiered robotic exploration architectures will not only introduce mission redundancy, safety, and robustness, but will also enable intelligent, objective-driven, and distributed reconnaissance in real time, thus providing responsiveness to transient events. As reported before 8 , such systems and missions require increasing degrees of operational autonomy, comprising at least the following requirements: (1) automatic characterization of operational areas from different vantages, (2) automatic sensor deployment and data gathering, (3) automatic feature extraction, anomaly detection, and region-ofinterest or target identification, (4) automatic region-of-interest or target prioritization, and (5) subsequent automatic redeployment and navigation of robotic agents to regions or targets of interest. The potential for autonomous exploration (i.e., in the absence of human control) inherent to multi-tiered robotic exploration architectures lies predominantly in the constructive integration of various vantage points (e.g., space, air, ground, sub-surface) and the resulting autonomous telecommanding capabilities, especially in hierarchical mission architectures, such as Tier-Scalable Reconnaissance. However, to make an overall autonomous telecommanding framework effective at pursuing strategic and tactical (science) missions objectives at a top level, the robotic agents of each tier must be equipped with self-preserving, residual autonomy as well to tackle low-level mission objectives, such as obstacle avoidance and free roaming exploration. To that effect, the paper addresses a motif-based, adaptive hierarchical approach to 2D Lidar-based autonomous robotic navigation for robotic ground surface agents, such as planetary rovers. 
DESCRIPTION OF TESTBED FOR AUTONOMOUS ROBOTIC NAVIGATION
The Visual and Autonomous Exploration Systems Research Laboratory (http://autonomy.arizona.edu) has developed an outdoor-deployable robotic multi-agent testbed that currently comprises several computer-controlled robotic ground surface vehicles (i.e., land rovers, Fig. 2 ), robotic sea surface vehicles (i.e., sea rovers), and robotic unmanned aerial vehicles (i.e., air rovers). These robotic agents and their respective specifications and capabilities have been described in detail in [8] [9] [10] . In the following we briefly rehash the specifications of the land rovers used to devise, study, and validate the autonomous robotic navigation algorithms.
Land Rovers
Specific attributes and capabilities of the robotic ground surface vehicles (from [8] ):
• Chassis: Ruggedized anodized aluminum unitized chassis and elevated sensor platform with dual-side treads, 6 tread wheels, 2 motors.
• CPU: General-purpose, high-performance (dual-core) Apple Mac mini Unix workstation; Wireless Internet capability. • Power Management: High current power distribution and routing module.
• • External Interface: Electronics panel supporting various initiation switches, and battery recharging port.
• Dimensions: Base 27.5"L x 20"W x 9.5"H; sensor platform 21"L x 11.5"W; 40 lbs unladen.
• Sensor Platform: Swappable, configurable sensor platform capable of carrying up to 70 kg of payload equipment, sensors, and instrumentation. Figure 3 . Hokuyo Lidar sensor for Lidar-based autonomous robotic navigation.
Scanning Laser Rangefinder (Lidar)
[Speed]
[ For the Lidar-based autonomous robotic navigation we utilize a Hokuyo Lidar sensor ( Fig. 3 ) with the following specifications:
• Scan range: 150 mm to 30 m (1 mm resolution);
• Angle range: 270° arc (0.25° angular resolution, i.e., 1,081 radials);
• Scan rate: 40 sweeps/sec (25 msec/scan);
• Computer interface: USB.
DESCRIPTION OF DYNAMIC LIDAR ENVIRONMENT VISUALIZER TM (DLEV TM )
The ability to observe the logic and reasoning of a deployed robotic agent in non-ideal environments (i.e., rugged and/or hazardous environments) is highly desirable for creating, studying, debugging, and validating rapid prototypes of robotic behaviors. Data visualization is much faster than manually stepping through sensor readings and also helps the developer distinguish between incorrect logic and unexpected sensor behavior (e.g., measurement errors, unexpected/unanticipated behaviors through interaction with the environment). To this end, we have devised the Dynamic Lidar Environment Visualizer TM (DLEV TM ), a Python module which can read raw Lidar data and command files ( Fig. 4 ) generated by an agent upon and during deployment. DLEV TM generates a bird's eye view 2D-projection of the data, augmented with the agent's motor controls and current region of interest (ROI) (Fig. 5 ). If hierarchical behavior motif design is used (Section 4), DLEV TM further disambiguates the reasoning for rover steering commands at each state by coloring the agent's body according to the behavior motif that is currently active. Visualization results from DLEV TM are used in the following sections for exhibiting robotic navigation behaviors and concisely summarizing sensor shortcomings that need to be addressed for effective Lidar-based navigation.
DESCRIPTION OF BASIC BEHAVIOR MOTIFS
Navigational behaviors pertaining to autonomous agents frequently exhibit common design patterns. Furthermore, complex behaviors can often be modeled in terms of fundamental motifs. Prototyping complex agent behaviors as a hierarchy of disjoint simple behavior motifs allows for highly reusable and expandable code. In this section, we present four robotic motifs designed for processing 270° 2D Lidar sweeps, which can be combined to form a robust roaming behavior (i.e., exploring the deepest path available without colliding into surroundings) capable of exploring rugged and/or hazardous environments:
• Velocity Control Motif (control motif): controls the robotic agent velocity depending on the navigation Lidar radial depth.
• Obstacle Avoidance Motif (control motif): allows the agent to detect potential obstacles and evade them. This motif overrides all other motifs.
• Deepest Path Navigation Motif (control motif): assists the agent in locating and pursuing the deepest path to be explored.
• Ratio Constraint Motif (support motif): constrains the options available to the agent for selecting a region of interest.
The obstacle avoidance and deepest path navigation motifs may be connected to form a free-roaming behavior, where obstacle avoidance is the highest priority control motif in the hierarchy. The behavior's performance in rugged terrain is significantly improved with the addition of the ratio constraint support motif over the deepest path navigation control motif (Fig. 6 ). 
ALGORITHMIC APPROACH TO BEHAVIOR MOTIFS

Velocity Control Motif (Control Motif)
When navigating autonomously in unknown terrains, a linear velocity control law appears to be uncalled for as the emphasis should be placed on slow and careful acceleration from still stand, followed by a more swift acceleration in the mid velocity range, and a saturation behavior towards leveling out at the maximum velocity -and all of that depending on the depth of the navigation Lidar-radial the robotic surface agent is currently pursuing. To accommodate the above acceleration behavior, we chose a scalable shifted sigmoidal rover velocity control law (Fig. 7) . Figure 7 . Scalable shifted sigmoidal rover velocity control law. Figure 8 . Upper Left: agent has detected an obstacle that poses a high collision risk (indicated by red), and begins to make space to pivot by backing up. Upper Right: agent has enough room to pivot away from the high risk obstacle and starts to turn until the high risk area in front of it (indicated by red box) is cleared. Bottom Left: obstacle is no longer in the direct path of navigation (indicated by green box), its threat level is lowered to mid (indicated by orange), and the agent begins to go straight by moving forward. Bottom Right: obstacle is a safe distance away (indicated by green) and the agent has resumed its idle state. The ability to detect and avoid potential collisions with obstacles is essential for autonomous robotics. In the context of the design hierarchy for the Tier-Scalable Reconnaissance paradigm, obstacle avoidance is the highest priority motif. When this motif is active, all other behaviors are overridden in the interest of prolonging the mission (i.e., navigating around and clearing the obstacle). When the obstacle avoidance motif is inactive, navigation is deferred to the next control motif in the hierarchy. The evasive procedure for this motif is shown in Figure 8 .
Obstacle Avoidance Motif (Control Motif)
Obstacle
Programmatically, the obstacle avoidance motif consists of removing the invalid radials from the Lidar scan, partitioning the scan into regions by examining the magnitude of the difference in distances between successive indices, locating the object containing the closest radial, assigning the retrieved object a threat level (low=green, mid=orange, high=red), and updating the motor command accordingly. The above is displayed as a programmatic flow chart in Figure 9 . 
Deepest Path Navigation Motif (Control Motif)
Navigating towards an objective is also a fundamental behavior. To this end, we have devised a module (Fig. 10) that navigates towards the deepest path, which could be augmented with support motifs (e.g., the ratio constraint motif described in Section 5.4) in order to accomplish a more substantial goal. The deepest path navigation motif computes the average depth of each 10° slice (note: this is a user-definable parameter) observed by the Lidar and selects the deepest path. If the resulting path is considered centered, the agent navigates towards the average angle used to compute the path (Fig. 11, left) . Otherwise, the rover pivots in place to begin centering the path. Figure 11 . Left: centered angles that may be selected as potential paths of interest with no penalty (blue). Right: angles which must be significantly larger than the path of interest previously captured (i.e., ratio constraint) in order to be chosen as a path of interest (red).
Ratio Constraint Motif (Support Motif)
The obstacle avoidance and deepest path navigation motifs are effective in flat environments but allow the agent to rapidly and erroneously change objectives in rugged terrain due to changing line-of-sight (described in Section 6.2). Consequently, in order to achieve predictable behavior, the agent must have a mechanism that biases it towards selecting radials resembling the previously captured path of interest. To this end, we have devised the ratio constraint motif. It is only enabled if the deepest path navigation motif was active and pursuing a centered path on the last scan. If the ratio constraint motif and deepest path navigation are enabled together, the rover may freely choose to explore any path that is considered centered (Fig. 11, left) . However, paths that are not considered centered must be significantly deeper than the current path for the agent to pursue them (Fig. 11, right) , hence the name of the motif: ratio constraint.
Integrated Behavior: Free Roaming
The motifs may be cleanly integrated to create a robust free roaming behavior by replacing the idle state of the object avoidance motif with the deepest path navigation motif, augmented by the ratio constraint motif, and followed by the velocity control motif (Figs. 12 and 6 ). It should be noted that if the rover is completely enclosed in a tight/confined space, its actions may oscillate between obstacle avoidance and pivoting/turning around to search for a new path. This situation could be mitigated with an additional behavior motif, e.g., simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM), or removed entirely by adding a second Lidar sensor to the rover's blind spot (Figs. 2 and 5 ). Figure 12 . Example of hierarchical design implementation of free roaming/exploratory behavior by combining/integrating encapsulated object avoidance (red), deepest path navigation (blue), and ratio constraint (green) motifs.
CHALLENGES IN 2D LIDAR NAVIGATION
In the following we describe some of the challenges we encountered when using a 2D Lidar for autonomous navigation of the robotic ground surface agent.
Lidar Measurement Errors
2D Lidar sensors may give inconsistent, even erroneous measurements when encountering highly reflective objects, such as metal plating on doors or glass surfaces/windows (Fig. 13) . These erroneous Lidar readings can lead to unintended collisions.
Tilting/Changing Line-of-Sight
Highly rugged terrain is difficult to navigate using 2D Lidar as the primary sensor because the agent tilts up and down resulting in a constantly changing line-of-sight (Fig. 14) . Consequently, objects of interest can appear and disappear relatively quickly, i.e., within a few Lidar scans. To mitigate this behavior, we found that employing time averaging over received Lidar radials (note: this is a user-definable parameter) and limiting the agent's selection of a new exploratory path via the ratio constraint motif (Section 5.4) helped the agent navigate rugged terrain more decisively. Future possible additions may include such auxiliary support mechanisms as a gyroscope, inclinometer, or inertial measurement unit (IMU) to aid in the detection of agent tilt.
Dust Clouds
One difficult and somewhat unexpected navigation scenario when using 2D Lidar, particularly relevant to planetary exploration, is the formation of dust clouds. When sharp pivots are made in fine gravel, the treads of the ground agent may throw up dust that is observable by Lidar. This can cause the agent to invoke the obstacle avoidance motif, which in turn creates an even larger dust cloud, thus exacerbating the situation, i.e., the rover continuously backs up (Fig. 15) . 
ACTUAL DEPLOYMENT EXAMPLES
Employing the above Lidar-based behavior motifs for autonomous navigation of robotic ground surface agents (i.e., land rovers), we depict in the following two actual deployment examples, both indoors (Fig. 16) and outdoors (Fig. 17) . (Figs. 17c and d) indicates that the rover is currently executing the obstacle avoidance motif.
Indoor Deployment Example
CONCLUSIONS -NEXT STEPS -OUTLOOK
We have successfully implemented four 2D Lidar-based behavior motifs for autonomous navigation of robotic ground surface agents (i.e., land rovers) in GPS-denied environments, particularly including planetary surfaces: (1) velocity control, (2) obstacle avoidance, (3) deepest path navigation, and (4) ratio constraint. The combination of all four behavior motifs yielded the integrated behavior of free roaming. Moreover, we successfully devised the Dynamic Lidar Environment Visualizer TM (DLEV TM ) for creating, studying, debugging, and validating robotic navigation behaviors.
Some of the next steps are: (1) the implementation of constant target tracking in the presence of obstacles, and (2) the implementation of GPS-waypoint driving for Earth-bound applications. Ultimately, we will interface the Automated Global Feature Analyzer TM (AGFA TM ) 11, 8, [12] [13] [14] [15] with the robotic multi-agent testbed (Section 2) for TSR operations. The AGFA TM software framework is a first step towards objective scene description, unbiased anomaly detection (i.e., based on feature-spaces alone), and target prioritization in unknown environments (e.g., planetary surfaces & sub-surfaces). AGFA TM will provide top-level goals (e.g., determining targets or regions-of-interest for scientific exploration) to the robotic agents within a tier-scalable reconnaissance mission. The robotic agents in general, and the robotic ground surface agents in particular will then rely on the behavior motifs and integrated higher order behaviors to autonomously navigate towards these targets or regions-of-interest for in-situ follow-up investigations.
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